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CALENDAR - КАЛЕНДАР
The Religious Service is held every Sunday at 9:30am
Selected dates are highlighted as dates with special significance in the
Parish and Community Calendar of events

The PATRON DAY of the Parish: The Feast of the Pokrova: The
Sunday
Protection of the Blessed Mother of God
13/10/2013 Service: 9:30 am
Bishop P. Stasiuk will be present and
participating with the parish in its Pokrova Patron Day celebrations. After
the Service there will be a Luncheon. All families, parishoners and
members of the community are welcome.
International Commemoration of
Saturday
the HOLODOMOR: the Genocide by Hunger
23/11/2013
inflicted on Ukrainians in 1932-1933 with the loss of
more than 7 million people.

Sunday
St Nicholas Feast Day
19/12/2013 Service: 9:30 am
The start of the Ukrainian Christmas customs …. with Ukrainian
Mykolay – (Миколай) – St. Nicholas
Wednesday Christmas Day (Australia)
25/12/2013
NEW YEAR (Australia)
1 January
2014
START OF BICENTENNIAL YEAR:
Taras Shevchenko 200th Anniversary 1814 - 2014

…. ABOUT THIS ISSUE ….
This is Issue #6 PART 1 and highlights the BIG DAY of festivities on 18
August. There was some improvement work done leading up to those
festivities and some work was done after the festivities. There are still
other matters that are in progress in various stages. It will not be
possible to present in this issue all the work done because it is the
festivities of the 18th August that are being highlighted.
Even so there are still ideas on the Wish List that need to be
worked through by the Tractor group as well as a range of
volunteers to further improve the Hall and Church at the next meeting.
Keep in mind that there is much to get ready now - in time for the BIG
year next year.

The guiding motto is:
… fix it, update it or replace it, and, where possible …
make it a little bit nicer!

Don’t forget, the NEXT (8th for 2013) B-B-Q
and Meeting of the Parish is scheduled for 26
September. The new BBQ will be fired up again
for Spring …! So, BYO (kovbasa ! and ohirky … )

Start BBQ at 5:00pm – more renovations talk as
well as preparations for events to come will be
featured. Will be followed by fascinating
Meeting 6:00pm – the more the merrier.
Everyone is WELCOME!

It is SPRINGTIME … time to plant, nurture and grow the garden …
… we have received some enthusiastic advice and suggestions about planting shrubs and flowers
to improve the appearance of the property for spring and summer. There are many people who
know what to do and what to plant – please share your experience. Not long ago Taras
Melenewycz and pani Duma turned plots overgrown with weeds into attractive garden areas. We
would like you to help continue this … it not only makes the place look nicer, but also makes
people happier…’ so come and smell the roses … or the lavender (vasylko) ….‘

SPRING IS IN THE AIR ….

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Make sure you put in your calendar Sunday 13th October 2013.
The Parish is having an important event –
A Parish Luncheon to celebrate its Parish Patron Day: The Feast in Honour of Pokrova of
the Mother of God. This is the name of the Church and is in a sense an annual birthday-type
occasion of the Parish for the whole family. Make sure you come along, bring your whole
family and your friends … it will be an enjoyable, happy time …

A WORD … SLOVO: from Fr. Paul Berezniuk
SILENCE SURROUNDS WORDS
I have been realising that words are so inadequate in trying to express those elements of life that
can only be experienced.
Words are just words. They are sounds we make which we assume we ourselves understand and
that others understand those very sounds as we understand them.
I have understood that all that I do and say - expresses something about me only - never about
anyone else or thing.
We use words in a feeble attempt to express reality.
The observer of our actions or hearer of familiar sounds we call words, experiences and
understands them according to their own state of being - as to how they are and not how I am.
Yet, in communication all seems to function well - maybe because the communicants
unconsciously make many assumptions.
It works well till there is disagreement, when participants try to force their inexpressible point of
view on the other.
Over many years I have been gradually and unconsciously unlearning many things that I
previously thought were important.
Many, many things are not important and they really just do not matter.
Try to imagine, that there are no people on earth and that all of a sudden
you come into existence.
Try to imagine, that there is no trace of humanity ever to have existed.
Try to imagine, that you have no language nor any previous experiences of
the senses, nor any experience of any kind.
There is only what we refer to as nature and you.
What would be in your mind?
Would you think?
Should you think, how would you think without your language?
Try to put yourself into that state - you might be surprised.
You might even experience God in the silence of the mind.

Fr. Paul Berezniuk.

A FEW WORDS: (NEXT MEETING, 26 September, 2013)
From the Chairperson,

Yarry Netluch …
Welcome everyone!

The time since our last Meeting on 15 August has been quite eventful and busy. Apart from the
programme of normal maintenance to keep the place neat and tidy there were various types of
smaller improvements that the Tractor group managed to do. These improvements were quite
useful for the BIG Day that the Parish organised on 18 August which celebrated a number of
anniversaries, both of a religious kind and of historical community significance. It went very well
being quite different from what we have experienced in the past. It was great to see people come
from beyond the region as well as the Upper Hunter, in particular the many guests and visitors.
You would know about it, but now you can have a look and read about it and other matters in this
TRACTOR Issue #6 (comes in two PARTS separately). I’m sure you enjoyed the fruit …!
Of the many improvements made it is worth pointing out that the doors to the main entrance
of the Hall have been given a makeover (you have probably noticed by now). However, the side
entrance doors and the stage door at the rear above the stairs were also given a makeover and
they all look a little better for it … and in time for the BIG day of the 18th Aug.
The toilet block gets another mention because it has scored more improvements – and they
are noticeable.
And now springtime is here. This gives us the opportunity to do some of the tasks that
could not easily be done in the winter season. It also means that plants start growing, flowers start
blooming, and of course the grass will grow faster than the rest. So, we will need to be ready to do
what needs to be done (and probably more often) in the coming months. We really need to prepare
for the rest of this year and especially for next year, which has a special significance for us as a
parish-community.
As before, appreciation and thanks are due to all the enthusiastic and generous people who
have contributed to making the latest celebrations go so well for the enjoyment of all who attended,
and of course, the people who worked on the various improvements that benefit the parish into the
future. We also encourage everyone to take an interest, lend a hand, help find things and make
suggestions … come along and participate in the various things that are going on … your skills and
support are valued.
And don’t forget … our next meeting is on Thursday 26 September at 6.00p.m. with a
BBQ beforehand at 5.00p.m BYO. Many things of interest to be covered: we are looking
ahead to the 13 October Parish Patron Day, as well as some special events for next year.
Come along, find out and participate. All are welcome!
PS: Don’t forget – come to the 13 October Parish Luncheon!

Note: This TRACTOR issue is distributed to a broader group of people who have expressed their wish to be
kept in the loop about the various activities within our community.
If you have any interesting information, pictures about something about the Parish and community life
you are welcome to send the information to the sender of this e-mail and it will be considered.
Should you wish not to be on the distribution list, please reply to the E-Mail
ukrchurch.newcastle@iinet.net.au, and your address will be taken off the list.
Thanking you all.

SOCIAL MILESTONES …
A remarkable recent birthday

of a person in the community who was one of the
earliest Ukrainians who came and lived in the Greta Migrant Camp and today is perhaps the
most senior member of the community...

on
22 July 2013 ...

Вітаємо і поздоровляємо Вас - Pozdorovlyayemo Vas ! …
The Parish-community congratulates you and wishes you mnohiyi i mnohiyi lita – many,

many years of sound health and joyous times with your family.

MORE Birthday Girls and Boys –

the birthdays of several people we know in the

community and parish have taken place since the previous Issue.

Поздоровляємо Вас - Pozdorovlyayemo Vas ! …

Greetings and Best wishes to you and everyone! …

In AUGUST
From the fairer gender we had …
 Kateryna SAWKA 19th August
… marked quite a worthy Milestone – her 85th Birthday
 Iryna BUGIR on 16th August celebrated a notable Milestone –
her 80th Birthday
 Luba ROGERS

celebrated on 21st August (and has a looong way to go yet…!)

 Svetlana POHMURSKA

4 September

 Larissa Mary McCALLUM 8 September (1 year …)
 Olha BELAN
16 September

From amongst the males there were:
 Michael BOYCHUK
celebrated on 1st August
 Mark KONIK
marked his on 28th August (3rd generation no less …)
 Scott McCALLUM
6 September
 Gavin McPHEE
12 September
 Taras POWAZUK
10 September
 Yuri JAREMUS
16 September
The Parish expresses its hearty congratulations and best wishes to all with
many bouquets of flowers, and a glass of wine raised to your good health
for many, many more years to come …!

Многії літа, многії літа, многії літа ...
…

Mnohiyi lita,

Mnohiyi Lita, ….

Mnohiyi Lita…. .!

AS YEARS GO BY …
There are a number of people from our
community and parish whose health has given way
to the point that they are limited in what they can do,
and where they can go. Some are now even in Aged
Care Homes and hospitals. Everyone is encouraged
to contact them, send them a card and even visit
them to say hello and cheer them up a little so that
they know that they are not forgotten …

The Parish expresses best wishes to each of these people for better health, and
comfortable convalescence. We also wish the families of these people strength and
good health in all that they do.
Taras Melenewycz
C A Brown Nursing Home & Hostel
Pilgrim Lodge
87 Toronto Road,
Booragul NSW 2284

tel. 02 4958 0000

Louise Basza
Jesmond Grove Hostel
Acacia Place
101 Mordue Pde, (end of the road and 1st building)
Jesmond NSW 2299
tel. 4951 4369
Levko & Kateryna Dzus
Maroba Manor
Age Care Centre
58 Edith St 2298
Waratah

[note change of address]

tel. 4935 0300

Oleksa Stankewycz and Anna Stankewycz
High Care (Oleksa only)
Lindsay Gardens Aged Care Facility
137a Lindsay Street,
Hamilton NSW 2303
Note - there is also an entry from Percy Street, Hamilton.
tel 4969 8222
Maria Lodo
Raymond Terrace Gardens Nursing Centre
Paterson (section)
15 Sturgeon Street North
Raymond Terrace, NSW 2324
tel. 4987 2170

Leon Sokulsky
Domain Macquarie Place
Cleary (section)
60 Northlakes Drive
Cameron Park, NSW 2285

tel. 4944 1300

Wolodymyr Kozy
Fronditha Care Hippocrates
30 Crebert Street,
Mayfield, NSW 2304

tel. 4016 4160

Michael Kowaltschny
Maitland Nursing Home
28 Broughton Street
Rutherford, NSW 2320

tel. 4932 6688

The illness of Dementia faced by people in the Ukrainian community in Australia.
This Youtube brief film is worth your time and attention.
It's not a disgrace ... it's dementia … [In Ukrainian]
This is a short film to raise awareness, reduce stigma and dispel myths about dementia
within the Ukrainian-speaking community. The film features carers of people living with dementia
giving personal accounts, in their own language, of their experience, along with health professionals
who talk about the condition and stress the importance of seeking help early. This film has been
produced by Alzheimer's Australia NSW, with thanks to the Department of Health and Ageing
(DOHA) and Family and Community Services. It was produced in partnership with Why
Documentaries and the Multicultural Communities Council of the Illawarra.
Published on Sep 25, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd5HlM-xy0&feature=c4-overviewvl&list=PLAwhBH-4GO5iKAMS5wIMSFSuncvoBYuRM

GET WELL wishes …
Get well to all people from the parish and community those who have been ill and have
been to hospital –
the Parish wishes you get well quickly and
that you stay healthy and in good spirits … !

~ ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ´ЯТЬ - IN MEMORIAM ~

It is with sadness that we share with everyone
the news of the passing of
ІВАН ПИЛИПЕЦЬ
Ivan (John) PYLYPEC
* 20-1-1923 - ɫ 27 – 7– 2013
Chipeli, Ukraine - Newcastle, Australia
Ukrainian Funeral Liturgy took place on 31 July 2013,
at the Ukrainian Catholic Church Pokrova, Adamstown, and buried at Sandgate.
The Ukrainian community expresses its sincere sympathy to his wife Rosa, daughter
Katherine and her family for their genuine loss.

The community will be the poorer for losing a respected and
principled member.

The Eulogy given by Siobhan Curran
My name is Siobhan Curran and I am the grand-daughter-in-law of John Pylypec. I
am very honoured to have been asked by John’s family to speak on their behalf at this
very special occasion.
Firstly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank each of you for your kindness
during this difficult time. Your signs of support, from telephone calls, flowers and hugs,
is very much appreciated. I would also like to thank Father Berezniuk for his support.
Both John and Rosalie have both been a part of this Church’s community for many years,
John acting as handyman on occasion and Rosalie in the choir.
I’ve known John since he was 75 years of age, but over the last 15 years of his life I
was lucky enough to get to know a little about John and Rosalie’s early life.
Coming from meagre beginnings in Ukraine, to making a new start in life for
himself in Germany and again with a young family in Australia, John learned early in life
to make the most with whatever you have to hand and never leave anything to waste. As
a result he was the poster boy for ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’.
Where many people would see nothing but trash, John saw only the promise of
something that would be nothing but useful in one way or another. Plastic bags, pieces of
timber or lengths of rope – nothing was wasted.
His resourcefulness was admirable and often frustrating – how many pieces of
wire does one man really need to hand? But we would eat our words when he would
appear from his shed having called on his library of bits and pieces to reveal a once
broken vacuum cleaner, mower or toaster in perfect working condition.
There was nothing that John could not overcome. John even invented his own tools
that made jobs easier. His drive and ambition saw him achieve any challenge that came
his way. He built his own home and made a new dress each Saturday for Rosalie AND
Kathy.
Whilst no one could ever accuse John of being extravagant he always looked a
million dollars when we went out. For Dean’s first high school dance he made a 2-tone
grey and pink corduroy pants and jacket. By all accounts everyone was very jealous. He
even made Steve and Dean breakdancing pants when they were all the rage.
His resourcefulness expanded beyond the shed to the garden. He would tend to
roses that lined the front of the house so that over time he became known locally as The
Rose Man, and the house he built as The Rose House.
Dean recalled to me a story where in school holidays he and Steve would head out to Lake
Macquarie in the mornings with Grandad and Grandma to catch a good number of bream.
They would sit in the back of the car asking why their grandparents were not speaking
English and laughing at Grandad whenever he forgot to turn off his blinker - which was a
lot. Then they would get home and Grandma would cook up the bream in the fry pan and
Grandad would get some cucumbers and tomatoes from the garden and that was lunch
for the day.
John was loathe to spend money on himself but was always offering help to his family for
one thing or another. Every time any of us left after a visit he would say ‘If you need
something, you come and ask’. He just wanted to help out his family so they did not have
to struggle the same way he did.
One year to this day Dean, Kathy and Rosalie were blessed with the opportunity
afforded by John to travel to Ukraine and Germany to see where the early
parts of John’s life took place. It was a once in a lifetime opportunity
that was only made possible by Grandpa’s generosity.
We thank Ivan-John, Dad, Grandad for memories and support.

~ ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ´ЯТЬ - IN MEMORIAM ~

It is with sadness that we share with everyone
the news of the passing of
АННА ПEЛИПІВ
Anna PELYPIW
*30-11-1922 - ɫ 1– 8– 2013
Ukraine - Newcastle, Australia
The Funeral Service took place on 8 August 2013,
at the Chapel of the St. Joseph’s Nursing Home, Sandgate.

The Ukrainian community expresses its sincere sympathy to
her daughters Nadia and Lesia and their families for their
genuine loss.

TRACTOR TEAM: MORE IMPROVEMENTS and preparations …

The large entrance doors to the Hall
presented a bit of a problem for a while
now. They don’t make them like these
anymore – large and solid from the 1950’s

it

it seems. They needed to be made at least

a

‘little nicer’. How to do so was the
challenge. After a close inspection by
Myron his masterful response was: ‘You
call that a problem? Watch how its done! ‘

‘The taming of the doors!’

Later, after a couple of coats of the right paint the result is ‘a little nicer’ and ready not only
for the BIG day, but for a long time after. A little later the side doors to the Hall also
received some needed makeover attention.

(photo left) There’s more … the pebbled area in front of the stairs and the Hall entrance
itself received a well needed ‘shampoo treatment’ under pressure …
(photo right) … then the pathway in front of the Church (below) … and what a difference it
made (as you can see)!

In the meantime inside the Church preparations were
in progress for the BIG Day by Nina and Irene to
make everything just right.

Some other improvements were made at different times:
 The Tractor team gave the lawns a trim cut … keeping them
looking neat and tidy …
 The toilets have received some more improvements (what can
be said … noticeable!)
 The Hall inside received its regular attention as well
There are several other tasks that are currently in the works
pipeline – so, come along and lend a hand and share your experience –
it is all a part of getting ready for other occasions this year as well
as for big things next year.

UKRAINE marking 22 years of Independence

[photos from UNIAN news online – note that the photos have watermarks embedded by Unian which
degrades the quality of the image]

This year on 24 August in the capital of the country, Kyiv, people marked the national day with a
difference – not a parade of armed forces, but with a carnival-parade of classic traditional
Ukrainian national clothing from around the various regions of the country.
Each region has developed over centuries of generations its own distinctive patterns, style
and colour combinations to produce a rich tapestry of creative and original decorative clothing.
Groups from the 20 regions dressed in their distinctive national clothing carrying banners of their
regional emblems paraded down the main street of Kyiv to the delight of onlookers.

[photos from UNIAN news online]

The national decorative clothing incorporates various elements inspired by nature and refined over
the ages to reflect the close connection and understanding that Ukrainian people, with a lifestyle
dependent on nature, always had with their natural environment – not only the bright eyecatchingly colourful diversity of flowers, but the rich variety of life-sustaining of seasonal crop
grains provided by nature in abundance.

May the country successfully deal with all its major problems and manage them to benefit long into
the future the nation and its people – to retain its hard-won independence and prosper.

LESYA UKRAINKA
(Ukrainian: Леся Українка)
Lesya Ukrainka was the literary name of Larysa Petrivna Kosach-Kvitka who was born in the
town of Novohrad-Volynskyi of Ukraine on February 25 1871 She was one of Ukraine's bestknown poets and writers and the foremost woman writer in Ukrainian literature who was a
principled political, civil, and female activist of national significance.
This year is the centenary of her death on 1 August 1913 in a health resort in Surami, Georgia.
She was only 42 years of age.

Poems and plays of Lesya Ukrainka are associated with her belief in her country’s freedom and
independence. Taras Shevchenko and Ivan Franko were the main inspiration of her early poetry. It
was associated with the poet's loneliness, social isolation and by an adoration of Ukrainian nation’s
freedom.[
Beset by constant illness throughout her life it was necessary for her to travel to places where the
climate was dry, and as a result, spent extended periods of time in Germany, Austria, Italy,

Bulgaria, Crimea, the Caucasus, and Egypt. She loved experiencing other cultures, which was
evident in many of her literary works, such as The Ancient History of Oriental Peoples, originally
written for her younger siblings. The book was published in L'viv, and Ivan Franko was involved in
its publication. It included her early poems, such as "Seven Strings," "The Starry Sky," "TearsPearls," "The Journey to the Sea," "Crimean Memories," and "In the Children's Circle."
Ukrainka also wrote epic poems, prose dramas, prose, several articles of literary criticism, and a
number of sociopolitical essays. She was best known for her plays Boyarynya (1914; The
Noblewoman),a psychological tragedy centered on Ukrainian family in 17th century.[12] which refers
directly to Ukrainian history, and Lisova pisnya (1912; The Forest Song), whose characters include
mythological beings from Ukrainian folklore.
Her stature, influence and contribution to Ukrainian literature and national identity places her in the
highest category of the population’s national icons.
[Useful initial source: Wikipedia]
Contra spem spero
Thoughts, away, you heavy clouds of autumn !
For now springtime comes, agleam with gold !
Shall thus in grief and wailing for ill fortune
All the tale of my young years be told ?
No, I want to smile through tears and weeping,
Sing my songs where evil holds its sway,
Hopeless, a steadfast hope forever keeping,
I want to live ! You, thoughts of grief, away !
On poor, sad, fallow land, unused to tilling,
I'll sow blossoms, brilliant in hue,
I'll sow blossoms where the frost lies, chilling,*
I'll pour bitter tears on them as dew.
And those burning tears shall melt, dissolving
All that mighty crust of ice away,
Maybe blossoms will come up, unfolding
Singing springtime for me, too, some day.
Up the flinty, steep and craggy mountain
A weighty ponderous boulder I shall raise,
And bearing this dread burden, a resounding
Song I'll sing, a song of joyous praise.
In the long dark ever-viewless night time
Not one instant shall I close my eyes,
I'll seek ever for the star to guide me,
She that reigns bright mistress of dark skies.
Yes, I'll smile, indeed, through tears and weeping,
Sing my songs where evil holds its sway,
Hopeless, a steadfast hope forever keeping,
I shall live ! You thoughts of grief-away !
Translated by Vera Rich
*Line 11 is ambiguous. If " morozi " is taken to be the prepositional case not of " moroz, " but of " morih, " the
line should be translated :" I'll sow blossoms, on the greensward spilling, "

THE FRUITS OF OUR LABOUR
There were several significant anniversaries intertwined into the festivities on this
BIG day: it started with a RELIGIOUS SERVICE to mark the traditional Ukrainian
religious festive day of the Transfiguration of Jesus Christ; at the same time the
Service featured the annual CEREMONY of the BLESSING OF THE FRUITS …
In addition on this day, the Parish also included celebrations of the
1025th anniversary of the formal introduction of Christianity in
988AD by the ruler of Kyivan Rus’ (now Ukraine), Volodymyr the
Great, as the religion for his kingdom. This anniversary was chosen by
the Ukrainian Catholic Church in order to bless the new
Cathedral (Sobor) of the Resurrection of Christ which stands on
the eastern foreshore of the Dnipro River in Kyiv, Ukraine. The
world-wide centre of the Ukrainian Catholic Church has moved to
Kyiv from its former location in Lviv. The relics of saints Peter, Paul
and Andrew were embedded in the Altar of the new Cathedral.
Ukrainian parishes and communities from around the world joined in spirit to celebrate the
occasion. The Church Service highlighted this historical anniversary and the symbolic
significance of the occasion for all parishes as well as the community. Coinciding with these
festivities was the 44th anniversary of the completion of the local Church (Pokrova) here in
Adamstown, Newcastle.

Marusia assisting Fr Paul as part of the ceremonies within the Church for the Blessing of the
fruit …

The 1025th Anniversary of the Introduction of Christianity to Kyivan Rus’(Ukraine)
in 988AD – shaping a resilient spirit across the generations
… and on this day the dedication of the new Cathedral ….

Cathedral (Sobor) of the Transfiguration of Jesus Christ

On the same day that people celebrated at the Pokrova Church in Adamstown, Australia,
thousands of people gathered in Kyiv, Ukraine, on the foreshore of the Dnipro River, for the
dedication and blessing of the new Cathedral - the centre for Ukrainian Catholics world-wide.

Fr Paul gathers ready assistants from the youth to lead the procession carrying baskets of
fruit to the Hall and there set them out in the proper places.

The procession approaching the main open entrance doors to the Hall …

The main entrance is being used for a ceremonial purpose for the first time in a long, long
while. The entrance doors have been renovated and their appearance made nicer … and very
fitting for this occasion …

Fr Paul with his young
assistants proceed
through the entrance
towards the place at
the front of the Hall
where the Blessing of
the Fruits ceremony
will be completed.

… the procession continues …

Some of the guests and visitors to the parish making their way from the Church with their
baskets of fruits to the Hall through the main Hall entrance in order to take part in the final
stage of the Blessing of the Fruits and the various celebrations that followed.

As the Hall gradually fills the view from the rear towards the stage area where the scene
has been set … a little differently this year … and so proceeds the Blessing of the Fruit.

Part of the main scene in the Hall featuring a basket with an abundance of various fruits set
against a background of a large cross symbolising the 1025th anniversary of the introduction
of Christianity to Kyivan Rus’(Ukraine) in the city of Kyiv that is located on the banks of the
Dnipro river.
Behind the cross is the scene of a typical traditional Ukrainian rural village.

(A broader and side view of the main scene) Below - The young assistants check that all is
set out in readiness for the custom of the Blessing of the Fruits and the sharing of the
fruits of our labour.

The people have gathered in the Church hall, their baskets of fruit are set on the tables that are
decorated appropriately for the occasion …. then Fr. Paul continues with the ceremony of blessing
the fruits and other foods.

As part of the religious ceremony the young choir
member, Olya, sang a special religious verse, while
Nina, the leading choir member, followed with
interest.

ЛАСКАВО ЗАПРОШУЄМО !
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO SHARE IN THE ABUNDANCE OF FRUIT ….

(above) Nina and granddaughter Olya … dedicated members of the Church choir and parish …
‘tickled pink’ by the wonderfully colourful variety of fruits available for the afternoon
festivities following the religious ceremony.

‘SIMPLY FRUIT’ (popular fruit juices in Ukraine)
NOTE: TRACTOR ISSUE #6 FRUITS OF OUR LABOUR … continues in PART 2 in a separate file

